
Trimac Assists in the Design & Start-Up of this Profitable Greenfield Operation 
 

  
 

This 4th generation company provides fabricated metal parts and industrial storage silos to the agricultural industry.  

Recognizing that outsourcing its powder coating needs was expensive, its owners decided to enter the coating 

business by opening a green-field operation inside a new facility. Their plan was to develop a state-of-the-art powder 

coating facility that would provide full service metal preparation and finishing service for batch projects, large scale 

production runs, and oversize orders.    

  

While this Company had volume to justify an in-house system, they did not have the expertise. Challenges were: 

□ Engaging a trusted advisor to design the plant and system layout.  

□ Purchasing equipment that was efficient to operate and maintain while easy to use.  

□ Grow their custom coating business by capitalizing on their reputation for customer service and reliability.   

 

A fully integrated Trimac finishing system provided the solution: 

□ Trimac worked with this company to locate a facility as well as layout the equipment & material handling.   

□ Manufactured & installed a turnkey finishing system to run up to 8‘/min. as well as a 40’ batch oven.  

□ System was designed with a gas catalytic infra-red boost which was installed inside the convection oven.   

□ System included a 5 stage pretreatment washer with phosphoric acid bath for laser scale removal.  

□ Complete finishing systems design also included a conveyor system and a materials handling design that 

allowed load and unload of heavy parts easily with little operator assistance. 

 
 

 

Results: 
 

1. A new stand alone business providing significant growth and margin 

contribution to their existing fabrication business 
 

2. The System design allowed the company to utilize a smaller facility 

and operate at 25% less cost than a pure convection design with 

minimal start-up 
 

3. This successful project demonstrates Trimac’s experience and ability to 

help – whether you are a proven operator or starting from scratch.      

 


